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The Gleeting was called to order at 10.55 a.m. 

INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION IN THE PEACEFUL USES OF OUTER SPACE: REPORT OF 

TI-IE CCilliiTTEE ON THE PEACEFUL USES OF OUTER SPi'1CE (A/32/20; A/C. 1/32/L. 39) 

PREPARATION OF AN INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIOIJ ON PRINCIPLES GOVERNING THE USE 

BY ,STATES OF ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES FOR DIRECT TELEVISION BROADCASTING: 

REPORT OF THE COiv!MI'ITEE ON THE PEACEFUL UElES OF OUTER SPACE 

(A/32/20; A/C.l/32/L.39) 

Hr. MOGHTADERI (Iran): This year has been one of ]Jroc;ress for 

the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, and it llas been a yPar 

to celebrate anniversaries of past events. 

Hhen vre met in Vienna at the l;:ind invitation of the Government of 

Austria throuc;h the representative of Austr:i_a 5 Peter Jankovritscl1, vre ~rere 

celebrating hro very significant events. First, the hrentieth anniversary 

o:l the launchinc; of "Sputnih:s 11
, the historic achieveuent of the Union of 

Soviet Socialist Republics, provided us with the realization of how far the 

vrorld had advanced in tvro decades. Jl:vents which we nov vievr as almost routine 

were distant dreams for most of the scientif:i_c community prior to 1957. 

The second anniversary commemorates the 10 years of the entry into force 

of the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the 

Exploration and Use of Outer Space, includ:i_ng the Iloon and Other Celestial 

Bodies. In the 10 years since the Treaty entered into force, that primary 

evidence of the peaceful intentions of the c;reat majority of States has 

remained intact and inviolate. Because of this Treaty the developments in the 

science of space have been undertaken in an environment of competition, but 

not conflict. He have seen a c;reat proliferation of satellites and assorted 

space objects, but we have seen tLem launched for peaceful scientific purposes. 
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There is yet another SLJecial anniversary in vrhich 11e tal:e special 

pleasure. Fer 10 years the Legal Sub-Committee has enjoyed the skilful 

and dedicated leadership of Mr. Eugeniusz Hyzner of Polar;d. Much of the 

snbst!'tntial success of the Legal Sub-Committee is due to Lis patience and 

perseverance. 

The vorL of the Legal Sub-Committee is, of course, contained in the 

report of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer S;)ace lvhich ue have 

submitted as the official record of our Committee 1 s activities (A/32/20). 

There are certain elements of that report vrhich are deserving of special 

note. 

T'he progress made in the elaboration of principles ,zoverning the use 

by States of artificial satellites for direct television broadcasting is 

es)?ecially significant. This application of the use of space holds great 

promise for -~lle extension of educational services and other essential 

elements of visual communication to remote and often al'll.ost inaccessible 

areas of the vrorld. Because of the potential value of direct television 

broadcastinc;, an international agreement to govern and facilitate these 

broadcasts is of paramount importance. The formulation of a draft preamble 

and a tentative text of the principle of !!consultation and agreements 

betvreen Statesn indicates c;enuine progress. 

That has been a difficult area, because of the necessity to respect 

the principle of State sovereignty and non-interference in the internal 

affairs of States. Prior ac;reements between the broadcasting and the 

receiving States ensures proper respect for that principle. 

He of Iran anticipate a great potential for this type of programme. 

The ability to reach outlying and sparsely populated areas vill enable 

an acceleration in our efforts to allow all the people of Iran to enjoy 

access to the benefits of modern society. 
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Of equal premise is the science of remote sensing. He have heard 

repeatedly of the expandinc; catalogue of possible activities, :na:uy of 1rhich 

are being pursued. As the Legal Sub-Comm:Lttee continues to address the 

legal implications of surveying the earth's resources by rer.10te sensing 

satellites, as requested under General ~~ss re;3olution 31/8) ve sense 

tie urgency for the formulation and acceptance of principles to govern 

and facilitate the operations of remote sem:ing. In a vrorld of linli ted 

resources, the ability to catalogue, manage and protect both renevable 

and non-renewable resources is a valuable tool. It is gratifying to 

observe the inclusion and encouragement of developing nations in the 

activities of remote sensing. Their economic viability is often heavily 

dependent upon the management of natural resources, -vrater, c;rasslands, 

timber, animal herds and sea life. 
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In Iran vre are proceeding 1rith plans and programmes for the establishment 

of a centre to receive and process rerr;otely sensed primary data. \!hen this 

centre near Shahdasht-Karaj is fully operational, it -vrill have the capacity 

to analy,3e primary data for use in land-use planning, pollution moni taring and 

cartography, as 1-rell as inventories of rssourc:::s. The electrc y,Jc 

data-processing facility vrhich will be associated ·Hith the tracldng and 

receiving station at Shahdasht-Karaj 1lill allmr the processing of high-density 

digital tapes into corrected computer-compatible tapes and into 1flseJ·-beam-· 

produced images. 

It is a source of gratification to this delegation that Dr. Firouz Shahral-1.hi, 

Scientific Adviser to the Iranian delegation, has undertal~en, on behalf of 

crt nn ar·e A}' ·cations, to consult 1rith number of 

Governments ,, hicl; anti cirate ar:ti v:Lties ir1 :~·emote-sersir:s ar.d e-ther satellite

related areas. As Iran advances in this complex science vre endorse the 

principle of makine; the advantages of satellite remote sensing available to 

other nation;:, by the sharing of training, participation in conferences and 

dernonstratiors. 

Regarding the legal implications of remote sensing, the Legal Sub-Conrrnittee 

ac>,~_evec1 gresct progress in formulating six additional draft principles relating 

to remote sersing. ;;e lool: forward te the final consensus on the principles 

e;overning both the application of ~;a c~ Ji and -GJ le 3 rplication 

of direct television broadcasting from satellites. 

\Jhile vre are constant in our concern that the sovereignty of States be 

fully respected in both applications, vre are confident that the members of 

the Outer Spsce Committee will proceed vTi th the diligence and circumspection 

required. 

There are many questions vhich r~main in an area of great importance, 

the draft treaty relating to the moon. In expression of Iran 1 s belief that 

the moon is the heritage of all mankind, we have stated our support for the 

principle of the natural resources of tlie moon belonging to all the ucrld 1 s 

therefore, be for the benefit of all manldnd. 
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(Mr. Moghtaderi, Iran) 

As vie intensify our consideration of the scientific and technical aspects 

of space, and as vie continue our search for consensus on principles governing 

activities in space, the r,ale of the United Nations is emerging as one of 

ever-increasing importance. 

IJis • BENTON (United States of America): The year uas one of 

significant accomplishments in the exploration of outer space, and productive 

viork by the United Nations Connni ttee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. 

The United States has regularly reported ma~or developments in our national 

and international space programmes to the Outer Space Connnittee and its 

sub-connnittees, and I sl1Clld lil:e to drav tl1e atterrtjcm of tr.e 'iererc<l 

Assembly to sorr:e of the highlights of our ongoing and planned space programmes. 

vie are pleased to report that the Space Transportation System, including 

the reusable NASA Space Shuttle Orbiter and the Spacelab being developed by 

the European Space Agency (ESi~) J is progressiL:::; sat::_sfactorily. 'Ihe first Shuttle 

Orbiter successfully completed its approach and landine; tests in October. 

By mid-year 1979, an engineering model of Spacelab, consisting of two 

laboratory modules and two experiment-carrying pallets, should arrive from 

Europe. The first flight unit is scheduled to arrive in Florida by the end 

of September 1979. The Shuttle Orbiter itself viill become operational by 

mid-1980, An early operational flight viill launch the first Spacelab in a 

joint NASA/ESA mission in December 1980, Experimenters from 16 nations have 

been selected to fly their experiments as contributions to the first Spacelab 

payload. 

In the applications area, I s}lOuld lH~e to sumr,:arize briefly our 

experimental remote-sensing activities. Data obtained by NASA 1 s Landsat 

satellites have supported research projects ,sponsored by agencies in some 

50 countries and international organizations. In addition, users from 

about 110 countries have purchased Landsat data from the EROS Data Center 

at Sioux Falls, South Dakota. 

Landsat ground stations novr operate in Canada, Brazil, and Italy, 

receiving data directly from United States satellites. An additional 

station is under construction in Iran and others are planned i.n Argentina, 
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Chile, and S1,reden. He expect that Japan, Australia, India and uthcc:rs r'1ay be 

joining the Lard:cat ground station system in the near future. 

Since the Landsat satellites novr in orbit are nearing the end of their 

operational lifetimes, NASA, plans to launch the third Landsat satellite, 

Landsat c, in February 1978., Funding has been approved for a fourth Landsat 

satellite in the early 1980s. These new satellites should assure continuous 

availability of remote-sensing data. 

The first remote -sensing satellite dedicated to oceanographic studies, 

~3en nt -A, is scheduled to be launched by NASA in May 1978. Seas at will 

gather data on changes in ocean topography due to tides, currents, 

gravitational variations, et cetera; the e::c:tent and rwvercent of sea ice; ocean 

dynamics; and vTeather. 

Our apJ:llications programme also includes ongoing experiments using 

conmmnications satellites. The Applied Technology Satellite series of 

satellit~s conU nues ~~-o dern:::mstrate re1r and different ldnds of cClanunications 

services. ':l'hese include television broadcasting to small receivers and mobile 

communications to ships, aircraft and vehicles, and hand-held equipment. 

r' F"e:nts are also being conducted in the communications area i.n a joint 

project 1-li th Canada using the Communications Technology Satellite. 
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He are maldng good progress towards the tc:stinc; acr1 de;wnstration of a 

search and rescue satellite system for the location and assistance of distressed 

aircraft and ships. 'The project has been planned with Canada, and the Soviet 

Union has agreed to participate. J.\. proposal has also been received from 

France to join in this project. Hide international use of such a search and 

rescue system ~ould be anticipated after the initial experimental phase. 

He are ":specially pleased to report three important new international 

co-operative space agreements v--r::,ch 11ere reached in recent weeks. 

Officials in the Federal Republic of Germany have entered into an 

agreement with N.\Sc~ to take an important part in a Jcpi ter Orbiter Probe 

mission, scheduled for early 1982. This mission is designed to conduct the 

most detailed scientific investigation yP.t of Jupiter. i s 

its rwons, including the first direct measurements of the planet 1 s 

atmosphere. 

J.v!.:0reover, Ni\Sl~ and the Netherlands Agency for Aerospace Programmes have 

entered into an agreement for a co-operative Infrared (stronomical Satellite 

project. The United Kingdom also will participate in this programme. 

Scheduled for laun.chi"g in 1981) this !J1issio1 '1Ti -l cc u'.u.:t t-'lF; f:Lrst 

astronomical survey of the entire sky at infrared wavelengths c::nc_c:t-c:c"~o.tle 

ry earth-based telescopes because of tle obscuring effects of t:he atmosphere. 

Finally, the European Space Agency has signed an agreement vli th Nl\Sf\ 

for substantial contributions to and participation in an extended Space 

Telescope programme. In 1983 a 2.4-metre space telescope will be carried into 

earth orbit by N.f\.SA 1 s Space Shuttle and 11ill be used to study the universe 

with much higher resolution than has ever been possible before. Hi th the nev1 

Space 'Tc-;l8s~or;:r;, astronomers should be able to observe some 35n times mere 

volume of space than ~an be seen now with the largest ground-based telescope. 

::Juring 1977, the Vildng mission to JVIars entered a phase that will permit 

scientific observations through an entire Martian year of 25 months, thereby 

observing important seasonal changes. Viking 1 orbiter cameras took detailed 

pictures of :tvT.ars 1 s tiny moon. Phobos, from a dis 1:; '.rc:rc: of 48 kilometres. 
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,', high-energy astrophysics research programme began in 1977 vd th the 

launching of an observatory, the High Energy .\stronomical Observatory-1, to 

perform a detailed X-ray survey of the celestial sphere. 'Ihis is the first of 

a series of three planned spacecraft to do high-energy studies. 

N.i\8.\ alEo launched two Voyager spacecraft this past summer for an 

extensive survey of the outer planets. Over a ten-year period they may visit 

as many as 15 major celestial bodies, including Jupiter, Saturn, several moons 

of both-::-· rFrs and possibly Uranus. 'Ihe great distances across which radio 

signals between the earth and Voyagers must travel and the long lifetime of 

the mission require that the spacecraft be able to care for themselves and 

perform long, detailed and complex scientific surveys without continual 

commandi r.g from the ground. 

'I'he Interru_ t,:· one~~ Sun Barth Explorers_. consisting of a so-called 
11mother·~daughter 11 double spacecraft on a single rocket, were launched in 

October in a co-operative programme bet-vreen Nj;Sl and the European Space 

1\gency. The projPct 1 c objective is to gain a better understanding of how the 

sun interacts with the earth 1 s near space environment. Circling the earth 

for three years or more, the instrument-laden spacecraft are expected to 

provide detailed data on how solar vlind particles behave in the boundaries 

between earth space and interplanetary spaoe. 

I shCl.:ld now like to comment briefly on the work of the Outer Space 

Committee and its Sub-Committees during 1977. 

He vish to commend and endorse the work of the Outer Space Commttee, 

as well as that of the Scientific and Technical and the Legal Sub-Committees, 

as reflected in their respective reports. The Sub-Committees have done 

particularly valuable work this year in carrying out their mandates from the 

parent Committee and from the General 1~ssembly. I do not j ntend to discuss here 

all the issues covered in these reports, as our views are on record in the 

debates which led to their adoption. However, we should like to make a fevJ 

remarks in regard to the principal topics discussed. 

The Legal Sub-Committee has continued consideration of several complex 

and difficult issues. Negotiation of a draft treaty dealing with the moon 

and. other celestial bodies has continued in earnest. /n important question 
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in that regard concerns the exploration and exploitation of the natural 

resources of such bodies. Ue believe that efforts towards resolving this 

question shculd be continued in 1978. 
'I'he elaborat'on of principles guiding the direct broadcasting of 

television by satellite has evoked considerable interest. In this connexion, 

I should like to note that, while we share in general a positive evaluation 

of the work on direct television brcadcast satellites that is under way in 

the Legal Sub-Ccrr:m:Lttee: we think it would be -vrrong to underestimate the 

difficulties which must be resolved in order to reach agreement on a 

mutually acceptable and ccrq::rec-:r:sive set of guidelines for this ne-vr 

technology. It is well kno-vm that many States lvish to include in the 

guidelines a principle that would require prior consent before broadcasting 

begins. Others have joined with the United States in opposing any such 

re qui reme" t as incompatible with the fundamental concept of free and 

unfettered exchange of information and ideas oetween ccu ntries, peoples and 

individuals. Still others have proposed forw1lations of a possible principle 

that would seek to bridge the gap between these two positions. The gap is 

wide, and it will require the earnest efforts of all members of the Outer 

Space Cc;mmittee to overcome it. The process of exploring and , c~erst2 nd 

the complex matters involved in this subject should be continued in the 

Legal Sub-Committee. 

Remote serLsing of the natural environmen~; of the earth from s r:;a c , is 

proving to be one of the most ceneficial practical applications of space 

In addition to its usefulness in the location and management 

of natural resources, cartographic applications and land use planning, remote 

sensing holds promise in the fields of environmental monitoring and in 

disaster prediction and research. The United States has been exploring a 

't J l la nze of these applications and is particularly pleased to note the 

increBsint:r interest of many countries in deriving benefits from this 

technology. He look forward to a productive 1iiscussion in the Outer Space 

Committee of the oppL·__:aticn of remote sensing to the detection and 

moni taring of pollution. 
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The era of' space-based remote sensing of the ~H dth 1 -· natural environment 

began in 1972 with the launching of tre first of' the United States Landsat 

satellites. i\B I have noted earlier, more than five years 1 success has been 

realized in this experimental prograrrme, involving tvro satellites now in 

orbit, a third to be launched early next year and a fourth at present being 

engineered. In view of the benefits already derived from Landsat and the 

great interest in the subject on the part of the international community, some 

form of operational remote sensing undoubtedly will be established in the 

fuh::.re · It will be very important for the Outer Space Committee to continue its 

detailed consideration of technical and organizational aspects of remote 

sensing to encourage obtaining the greatest possible h?n<?t'i ts from this 

technology. 'I'he Legal Sub-Committee should continue its development of draft 

principles guiding remote sensing activities :~pl-ing due account of' the ~1id'? range 

cf ro"Sential c v·otions involYing Goven"melltS and non-governmental 

entities. 

-·~ number of countries have expressed an interest in holding a United 

Nations confercrcc on outer space matters oriented towards development needs. 

'Ihe United States is particularly avmre of the value of science and technology 

to development and strongly supports the planned 1979 United Nations 

Conference on Science and T~~hroJc£y for r~velop~ent. Countries will have an 

opportunity at that Conference to focus on the aspects of science and 

technology the;r feel are most important for their development. Thus, the 

Conference sho·-Jld provide countries an opportunity to consider all areas of 

science and technology and in that -vray assist them in reaching dec'.sic.ns on the 

best allocatio:1 and use of their financial, material and human resources. t 

special United Nations space conference could be designed on the basis of needs 

shown by the 1979 Conference • 

Before closin[S, I should like to express our appreciation to Mr. Perek and 

his associates in the Outer Space Division of the United Nations Secretariat. 

\Je all know tha.t L" i; continuous efforts behind the scenes are indispensable 

to the successful work of the Outer Space Committee and its sub--ccrrm'- ttees. 
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Finally '"e wish to express our sincere thanks to Hr. Jankowitsch, Chairman of the 

Outer Space Cornnittee, and to the Austrian delegation for their dedication to the 

goals and the \vork of our Corcmittee. I·Te look forward to our continuin,q; 

productive association with them and -vrith these Committees in the years ahead. 
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Jlf.tY. SMID (Czechoslovakia): 'l1he Czeche>slovak Socialist Hepubl ic has 

from the very beginning of the space era actively enc::mrar;:od broad international 

co-operation in the peaceful exploration and use of outer space because i-::Jr 

Czechoslovakia that is an extension of a consistent strusgle f::Jr peace and 

peaceful c-::J-O:[Jeration among States v1ith different social systems. That position 

of principle 1·1as reiterated by the delegation of Czechosl::Jvalda at the tlventieth 

session of th2 United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses ::Jf Outer Space, 

held in Vienna, v1hich undoubtedly ·Hill c;o cb'Vm in the history of that Committee 1 s 

activities as a neH stage in co-operation amone; States in the field of peaceful 

research and u.ses of outer :'[ace. 

Having acquainted itself with the report of the Committee to the thirty-sec.:::Jnd 

session of the United Nations General Assembly, my delegation holds the viev/ 

that the report objectively reflects the current state of the deliberations, 

both in the C:Jmmittee and in its .Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee and its 

Legal Sub-Committee. 

One of t·1.e most important results ::Jf the Committee's t"17entieth session, 

in the view of my delegation, is the draft resolution submitted on the occasion 

c:Jf the tenth anniversary of the 1S67 Treaty on the peaceful uses of outer space 

because the outer space Treaty must by right be rer;arded as the primary source of 

international outer space law and has bec::Jme an expression of fruitful co-operation 

::mong representatives of different legal systems. 

'I'he adoption of the above-mentioned resolution l•7ill also be an expression 

of the fruitful international co-operati::m in the Committee dur-ing the 20 years 

of its activities in the sci.entiftc and technical as well as in the lec;al fields. 

The results ach teved by the Committee 1 s w ::Jrl\: show clearly that it is play inn; a 

leading role in the scientific and technical f"ields and "in the legal regulatton 

of the activities of States "in outer space research and that it "is a cenLre of 

"international co-operation "in the peaceful research and use of outer space. 

The creative and businesslike atmosphere "in the Committee depends upon the 

over-all international climate, the ever-expand"ing international detente and 

the positive co-operation between the Soviet Union and the United States, 

as attested by the agreement of 18 May 1977 between those two great space PoHers 

on co-operation in the research and use of outer space. 
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My delegation is of the view that the moon Treaty, the text of which is 

ready, in substance should be finalized and adopted in the shortest possible time 

since it represents an international instrument of utmost importance. To 

finalize it but a small step is required, provided there is sufficient endeavour 

and goodwill on the part of all interested countries. The problem which remains 

to be solved is the regulation of the q_uestions pertainine; to the legal status 

of the moon 1 s natural resources. The Czechoslovak delegaticn supports the view 

of the Soviet Union that for the time being the q_uestions of the legal status of 

these resources could be mentioned, for example in an optional protocol to the 

Treaty and, after a certaln lapse of time, depending on the progress achieved in 

the exploration of the moon and its resources, the provisions of that protocol 

could be re-examined with a view to completing and complementing them and 

elaborating generally binding principles. Consideration of the moon Treaty should 

remain a priority task in the work of the Legal Sub-Committee in the next year 

and, in the meantime, a more thorough examination should be undertaken of the 

possibilities of a compromise solution, for instance along the lines of the 

Soviet proposal. 

Czechoslovakia holds the position that the Legal Sub-Committee should speedily 

approach the elaboration of a complete text of principles on direct broadcasts. 

The nine principles worked out before the sixteenth session of the Legal 

Sub-Committee, together with the texts of the principle on consultations and 

agreements among States and the draft preamble from the sixteenth session, could 

constitute a well-rounded proposal for the thirty-second session of the General 

Assembly, provided the Legal Sub-Committee succeeds in making certain formulations 

more precise. 

The results achieved by the Legal Sub-Committee on the q_uestion of remote 

sensing of the earth from space are also satisfactory. My delegation believes, 

however, that the relatively considerable progress of the work on principles 

to govern remote sensing of the earth from space does not necessarily represent 

a solution of the basic problems, which include the regulation of the legal 

regime for the dissemination and reporting of the results of remote sensing, 
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as well as the 1uestion of the consent by States to have their territories 

photographed. With regard to remote sensine;, Czechoslovakia is of the opinion 

that, in view of the existence of several remote sensing systems, there is 

an apparent need for the co-ordinating role of the United Nations in remote 

sensing, which applies also to the current pre-operational phase as a preparation 

for the operational phase. 

On the question of a possible United Nations conference on outer space, 

my delegation holds the position that the task force, the establishment of which 

has been recoramended to the Scientific c:md Tectnicc l Sub-Cc.P!11i ttee,, should 

consider the purpose and C.esirs.bi Uty of holding such a conference. Ir: this 

respect my delegation agrees with the formulation contained in the preliminary 

report. 

The participation of Czechoslovak scientists in outer space research within 

the INTERCOSMOS programme of socialist countries has a ::_ 0r:g-staciing tradition. 

Czechoslovakia participated in all flight projects undertaken so far within 

the INTERCOSMOS programme by having a share in the preparation of the scientific 

or telemetric devices involved and in the processing of the information e;athered 

by the satellites. 
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In 1976 Czechoslovakia participated in the programme of the INTERCCSMCS 15 
technol0gical satellite and the IN'l'ERCCSMOS 16 :;;~:n-orbi ting satellite. 

Czechoslovakia has traditionally specialized in such scientific fields as the 

study of the solar spectrum, radiobiology, biomedicine and, recently, also the 

remote sensin~ of the earth from space. Furthermore, in 1976 Czechoslovakia 

tool<: part in the programme of the PROGNOZ 5 s~Jtelli te and the VERTIKAL 4 hie:h 

altitude roclzet. Czechoslovakia co-operates in the construction of some of the 

INTERCCSMCS laser radars, one of 1-1hich is operating in the Arab Re;lublic of 

installed in India. 

The possibilities provided to Czechoslovak scientists by the Soviet Union 

within the INTERCOSMOS project and on the basis of a multilateral inter-Governmental 

agreement concluded among the States participants in IIIr:-ErCOSMOS, enable 

Czechoslovak research institutions to make use of up-to-date methods in outer 

space research, specifically in astronomy, geophysics, experimental physics, 

geodesy st,rl meteorology s.r::c'l.; iJo a certain ext~ont; also j n blolo[y and medicine. 

~h thin the INTERCCSMC6 programme the first Czechoslovalz astrunauts are 

preparing at the Gagarin Astronautical Centre in the USSR to take part in space 

projects during the course of the programme. 

In the 2C years of its existence the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful 

Uses of Cuter Space has unclou.!Jtedly accomplished a great deal of 1-lor};_ and several 

important questions are on the point of being solved. -~L'.t a n1 ,J',1c:r of neu qtH:stLJ ;s 

arisine; --:~ u] tl scientific and technologies 1 progress are w:!Lrit solution. 

By way of an example, one could mention a series of problems related to the study 

and protection of the environment and the preJ=aration for the utilization of solar 

energy. That preparation requires the timely solution of a number of questions 

dealing, for instance, v1ith orbital locations of satellites equipped ''ith large 

light collectors and their possible interference with other types of satellites 

also using the geostationsry orbit. He should not forget the need to find a 

solution to the various timely problems of space technology. There are a number 

of subjects concerned with the physics of the sun-earth relationship, the stuo/ 

of ''hich is feasible only by means of space technology, partict,larly tlw 

impact of that relationship on meteorology and climate, certain biological 
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processes, the propagation of radio signals and, generally, 2 m,_mher of 

processes in the magnetosphere and ionosphere, as well as in the lrn1er 

strata of the earth 1 s atmosnhere or directly on the surface of the "''' r·th. 

These are very complicated problems soluble only by broad co-operation not onlf 

In recent years national scientific institutions engaged in intensive 

scientific research of the peaceful uses of outer space have been undertaking 

ex]Jeriments related to t'r1e r·eceiving and sending of signals in an effort to 

:iet:cct sigm: of the existence of extraterrestrial civilizations. Ec,periments 

on the establishment of radio contacts with extraterrestrial civilizations are 

being conducted, for instance, by scientific institutions in the USSR - the 

Radio-physic~al Institute at Gorld and the Astrophysical Cbservatory in Byurl~an; 

in the United States -the Nat~cnsl Aerci8J~ics and Srace Adminis~ration (~~~~), 

the Radio-a:3tronautica l Gbservatory at Green Banl~ and others; and in Canada -

institu.tion3 in some other countries, as shmm in tr.e inf'oPnative stt~dy of the 

Secretariat ::.n document A/PC.lGS/2J!J. The c11;es+-.ion o"" extnoterrc::striPl ci"ili7ai~Lcns 

is studied, for instance, by the International Academy of Astronautics (IAA) 

Communication with Eztraterrestrial Intelligence ( CETI) Committee, on which 

Czechoslovakia is represented by Professor Pe~ek who is a specialist of world-

-:Jide renovm on the subject. The question of extraterrestrial civilizations is 

the subject of v10rk by many scientists studying outer S]Jace. 

of the Grganization with a view to ensuring that the signals or other messages 

are, in a certain way, representative of humanity should they be intercepted by 

an extraterrestrial ci~ilization. In the near future we see broad Dossibilities 

for the activities of our Committee in this field. Cur comments on this 

s~bject were contained in the statements delivered by Czechoslovak ~e~resent~tives 

at the fou:cteenth session of the Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee (JDd at 

tlle twentieth session of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Cuter Space. It might 

bo of use, in cur opinion, to estahli~h, tb 
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contacts ~·i',th or,c'anizations that ~~cove alread;r been deallnr ~o;ith ;-,his question. The 

Committee should include in its agenda a study of the available information and 

the results achieved and also include this question in the programme of its future 

activities. 

Mr. IMAM (Kuwait): 'Ihe debate on this i tern this year has special 

significance as it takes place on the twentieth anniversary of man 1 s first venture 

into outer space and the tenth anniversary of the entry into force of the Treaty 

on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. My delegation would like to take this 

opportunity to pay tribute to one of the most important contributors to space 

technology, Mr. "erner vcn Braun, who died recently. A lot has been achieved 

during the past two decades, which is J' ,-,_c;c: t:::d in the growing interest among 

United Nations Members in the 1wrl"' of the Committee on the ~-!:'"''· ,, 1.,11 Uses of 

Cuter Space. 
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ContinuinG developments in space technology require parallel developments 

in the lavl of outer space. In this sphere, however, the lmr has been draGGing 

its feet beh:Lnd the rapid advances in space technology. The ;;wrk of the 

Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space has been rather slmv, particularly 

ovrincs to the consensus rule. This rule is valuable in the early stages of 

deliberation:3 since it facilitates the discussion of concepts in Greater depth 

and ensures t>at all viewpoints are taLen into consideration. However, at 

a later stage in the Committee's work the consensus rule leads to repetitions 

and stereotyped arguments which ultimate culminate in a stalemate. 

A case in point is the worlc on the drafting of a treaty relating to the 

moon. Tl:>e disagreement over the legal status of the natural resources of the 

moo;" stj_ll persists. My delegation believes that the treaty should apply 

not only to the moon but to other celestial bodies as >vell. Some seem sc::;p-~icRl 

as to whether lunar or planetary material col-[ld ever yield economic profit in 

vielv of the expense of ir.t2r-:planetary travel. However, the reluctance of 

industrially advanced States to accept the concept of the common heritage of 

manldnd is in itself tangible proof that lunar and planetary material vrill 

yield econorric profit. It is pertinent to note that artic:l2 II of the 

outer-space Treaty Already promulgates :the principle of the non-apprcpria·i:j on 

of outer spa,ce and the celestial bodies. My delegation would lil~e to 

reiterate its position that the draft treaty on the moon must unequivocally 

declare that the moon and other celestial bodies and their natural resources 

are tre common heritage of mankind, a principle that has already been agreed 

upon vith respect to the international sea-bed FJrea and j t,s reso1 1 rces. Tl,is 

cocc:.(c:rJ-~ of the common heritage of manldnd implies that such natural 1 esou 'C:coos 

cannot be commercially exploited except in accordance vi th an a1: ·eed 

international regime. This concept, which has so far prevented a vater-space 

race may equally spare us the evils of Rn air-spa-=c~ race. 

Anothe::: question that has been pendinG; for some time in the Committee on 

the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space relates to the use by Si&les of a."tificin:l 

satellites for direct television broadcasting. My delegation supports the 

General principle, enunciated by many delet;ations from developing countries, 

that television broadcasts aimed at a foreiGn country should not be permitted 
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except vith the specific consent of that country. Such an approach is 

consistent with the principle of the sovereignty of States and the principle 

of non-intervention in the internal affairs of other States. It also upholds 

the established right of States to regulate their communications systems and 

tc decide upon the type of broadcasting services required by them. 

Some controversy has arisen vith regard to the question of data obtained 

through the remote sensing of the earth by satellites. My delegation believes 

that meteorological and environmental data obtained through remote-sensing 

activities should be made freely available. On the other hand, data concerning 

a State's natural resources should not be disseminated without the consent of 

the sensed State. At the same time we look forward with expectation to the 

conclusion of the special study that is being conducted by the Secretariat on 

the appropriate bases for the classification of data. We are not in any sense 

opposed to remote-sensing activities carried out in the interests of pure 

scientific research, which should be completely free and have no obstacles 

placed in its path. There is, however, no eElcape from the fact that remote 

sensing is at present the exclusive preserve of a few States which through 

their control of the remote-sensing systems have access to data and information 

the unregulated use of which can be detrimental to other States. 

The benefits to be obtained from activities in outer space become more 

apparent each day. Most of the developing countries have so far had no 

access to space technology. /t the moment) the United Nations Space 

/l.pplications Programme is the main channel fer providing assistance and 

bri:cging about a greater awareness of the potential of- reJT_ote sensing. \1e 

should make sure that the benefits of remote sensing are shared by all 

countries. 'Ihe establishment of an international agency to take care of 

remote sensing may be the most effective means of involving the developing 

countries in remote-sensing activities. 

Remote sensing of the earth by satellite can be used as a practical tool 

for the assessment and management of a State's physical resources. Through it, 

a State can identify its arable land and explore new potentials for land 

cultivation and for its land being damaged by erosion. Remote sensing can be 

used as a shield to protect against pollution which threatens the sea's living 

resources. Remote sensing has already prov~d effective in weather information 
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systems and as a means of mitigating the rie;~,urs of natural disasters. It 

would seem that there is n' limit to the practical applications of space 

techniques and that this new technology is capable of altering the lives cf all 

the peoples of the earth. 

Rem:Jte sensing may also have n~gative aspects implicit in the abuse of 

data pertaining to the sensed State. No one can contest the right of the 

sensed ~3tate t ·. receive all data gathered over its terri t:Jry. vie also subscribe 

to the principle that such data should pot be made available to third parties 

without the consent of the sensed State. 

I shall now turn to the question of the definition and delimitation of 

outer SJ~ace and outer-space activities. This topic has not ;received sufficient 

attention in the past because many have thought it premature. The urgency of 

the matter vias, however, revealed recently •t~hen eight e1uatorial States claimed 

sovereign rights over the space above their territory up to an altitude of 

35,000 kilometres. In this context my delegation would like to express its 

appre~iatiop for the background document prepared by the Secretariat 

(A/AC .105/C .2/7 /Add.l), vlhich gives an excellent digest of existing approaches 

to the problem. 

The need to formulate a defin~tion arises primarily in connexion with the 

sphere of application of space law. The sphe;re of application of the 

instruments of space law has not been defined. It is c~rtainly necessary to 

establi<3h a dividing line between space lm1 and air law. \Jhile national 

sovereignty is the primary concept in air law, the absence of national 

appropriation and e~uality of opportunity in space exploration are the main 

themes in space law. 

My delegation believes, that the definition and delimitation of outer space 

should take place in stages. In the first stage it would be necessary to 

speci;fy all elements pertaining to the definition, and delimitation of outer 

space. These would include the technica~ aspects. This might start from the 

premise that there are two or more zones. The two zones, could be the atmosphere 

and outer sr:ace governed by the respective legal regimes. There might be a third 
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zone, vThich could serve as a transition bet-vreen the tlvo zones, which would 

have a special rec;ime of its own. Linl~ed with that >-Tould be the question 

of demarcation and the reasoning behind it, and lvhether it should be based 

on the maximum altitude of aircraft, the lowest peric;ree of an cn'Yi t inr; 

satellite and similar technical considerations vThich are by their very nature 

ephemeral and can be 'Jvertakcn by advances in technology. /m ariJHra1y 

dividing line or lines may also be sugc;ested. 

Another element would include demarcation based uv)n the earth 1 s 

gravitational effects. In this context one could discuss the question of 

geostationary orbit and the assertion of sovereign rie:;hts in outer space. 

Another element that might be broached is the qu~stion of innocent passac;e 

through air space and whether it could be reconciled with the s:-JVEl'Pi.[!;nty of 

the State or States concerned. 

Once these and other elements are embodied in the form of a questionnaire 

and circulated to Governments icc:r th'?i.r remarl:s, suc;gesti.ons and observations, 

a large fund of information >-Till be obtained concerning these issues as well 

as the pol i.ti.cal and other i.mpl i.cati.'Jns cf the question of the definition and 

delimitation of outer space. The replies of Governments could then be 

submitted to the Cowinittee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space for 

In ccnclusi.on, my delegation could agree to the establishment of a small 

tasl;: force cr an ad hoc worl::: -''-2 e,r~').p cf' l~en~~ :;· S":o.te" to consider all factors 

involved in the specific objectives, orc;anizational aspects and financial 

implications of a projected United Nati:cns conference on outer-space matters. 

The CHP.IRM:\N: 

deadl i.ne f·1r the closnre ~f the 1 Lf;t :Jf speakerE; in the : eneral 1\ehste 

i.s 5 p.m. tcday, I l'ould L;rr;e rr:presentati.ves 11h'J v1i.sh t::> speA]\ t":J 

tnsc:ri.be their nsrc.es before then. 


